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MARITIME LIENS AND RIGHTS IN REM IN UNITED STATES LAW

David J. Sharpe

1. Introduction

The United States law of maritime liens comprises. an inte—

grated system of law and practice that is quite different from

the maritime lien law of other legal systems, even those in the

Commonwealth of Nations. The United States is not a signatory

to the 1926 International Convention for the Unification of Cer-

tain Rules Relating to Maritime Liens and Mortgages ,
1

or to the

1952 International Convention Relating to the Arrest of Sea—
2

Going Ships.

In order to appreciate the conflict of laws problems that go

with maritime lien litigation in United States courts, the

Cornmonwealth maritime lawyer needs first to learn something

about the indigenous United States law of maritime liens and

actions in rem; second, to learn how courts of the United

States have treated issues of enforcement and recognition of

foreign maritime liens ; and third, to accept the unfamiliar

aspects of United States maritime law and practice as parts of

an organic legal system, trying not to reject them as archaic

and perverse legal curiosities——though that is the prevailing

tone of the current single—volume treatise on United States
3

admiralty law , Gilmore and Black.

11. The Maritime Lien Law of the United States

The United States possesses, by comparison with other nations,
4

a very long list of maritime liens. It enforces whole families

of liens that may not exist elsewhere ( for example, repairs ,

supplies, cargo damage, stevedoring, and breach of charter

party ) ; liens that arise from express contracts ; and liens

creating obligations that are enforced only in personam by

other legal systems.
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The maritime lien under United States lav——
based by operation of law, Int by -the agzeæzt of

the contracting parties. By contrast with other 1%a1 systzs ,
the United States district court in a&iralty thezéy aguizes

added power to give or to withhold relief quasi ex æntzactu as
to the vessel, limited only by the clearest waiver of rights

in rem by the creditor.
5

The in rem concept also bears upon the choice of guesticn.

If a charter party (a personal contract) is fixed in the Czited

Kingdom, and even if it casts upon the charterer the obligation

to provide and pay for bunkers, the furnishing of bunkers to

the vessel by a United States supplier is treated by Cnited

States courts as a separate contract, executed betveen the

and the vessel, and calling for the application of united States

law. Only if the supplier deliberately waives its option to rely

upon the credit of the vessel does it lose the Cnited States

6
maritime lien.

Furtherrnore, the maritime lien created or enforced by

States law is " literally and forever, to be sure,

but surviving the passage of a reasonable of tine in vhi±

to arrest the vessel, and even surviving the transfer of a vessel

to a bona fide purchaser for value without notice. The indelibil—

i ty of the collision tort lien i n The Bold Buccleugh also

applies in United States law to contract liens.

Finally, a vessel may be 
liable in re under United States

law although her owners 
are personally izune to suit for one

reason or another. The prime statement 
of the United States rule

arose in a collision 
tort case involving 

cozpulsory pilotage,

but the rule also 
applies to actions 

for breach of zaritize mn—

tract brought against vessels 
by creditors to whæ the owners are

immune .

The United States also has a 
well—developed and currently



10
no ot act lone 

chiefly against ships,

jn t eh t hev the prenenee nor the 
absence of a parallel action

the a etion For example, The Barnstable

often cit ect ehe basic Vnitea States case declaring that a

chartered vennei may be liable in rem even 
though the owner is

and the opinion so holds: the absence of

12
the owner irrelevant.

i i etqaelont the owner time—charters his vessel; the charterer

order* fuel and nupplies in a United States port without having

the supplÅer rely exeiusiveiy on the charterer's credit; 
the

charterer fails to pay; and the supplier arrests the vessel in

13
would win under a foreigna United States port. The owner 

law that gave no supply lien at all, or one that gave no right

to arrest when the owner was not personally liable; but under

United States law, the supplier wins consistently, and United

States law applies where the furnishing took place in a United

States port, regardless of foreign contacts otherwise.

The effect upon actions in United States courts of the

pendency of actions in foreign courts has been explored to soæ

extent. A United States cargo claimant got a German judgment

essentially in rem in 1971, but the vessel had been under charter,

and the udgment exonerated the owner. While a further appeal

in Germany was pending, the cargo claimant sued the owner in

Norfolk in personam and attached a sister ship. The district

court dismissed and the Circuit affirmed, holding that

the German judgment in rem could not be the foundation for a

14
United States action in personam.

In 1984, the Fifth Circuit held that the three—year pendency

of a United States bunkering company's action in personam in The

Netherlands was no impediment to bringing the same claim in rem

15
when the vessel visited the United States. Once again, the

action in rem was separate from the action in personam in Uni ted



States adrniralty practice, and whether the owner was absent orpresent was irrelevant . It has even been held that the districtcourt having possession in rem may ignore orders of another dis—tri ct court seeking to delay the sale on behalf of in personam
creditors .

Of course, if both actions can be brought in or transferred
into the same forum, they may be pleaded and tried together.

17

There is a small body of case law holding explicitly that a
plaintiff's claim in rem against a vessel is not merged into
the plaintiff's prior judgment in personam against the vessel's

18
owner.

The rationalization of doctrine in United States maritime

lien and action in rem practice dates only from the mid—nineteenth

century, but the doctrine receives the deference due to much more

ancient origins . The United States maritime law in this respect

19
has never been codified, although maritime lien and ship

20
mortgage statutes have diverted and complicated the

application of United States law. Both maritime lien law and

specialized admiralty practice are alive and well today in the

United States federal courts . Though constitutional due process

challenge threatens the in rem practice, and codification threatens

the substantive law, little thought has yet been given to replacing

the United States system with any other system.

111. Enforcement and Recognition of Foreign Maritime Lien Law

A. Maritime Lien Actions

When a United States court is confronted with the opportunity

to apply foreign law that confers a maritime lien, the United

States court already must have possession of the vessel in

question, a factor that seems to incline the court toward 
en—

forcing those liens under foreign law that resemble United 
States

maritime liens. The practical effect is to apply the lex fori ,
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although the announced United States 
policy is to apply the

loci contractus as to contract—based 
liens . United 

States

courts in admiralty may and often do accept 
maritime lien action:

between foreigners, having no United States 
contact except arrest

of the vessel,
22

and this creates the pressure to find out what

the foreign law is; but as one Court of Appeals frankly 
described

its process some years ago, "There is no presumption that the

of foreign countries is unlike ours. One who would rely upon

tha di fference between thøm must- nrove i exi gt:ence_ If he
23

does not, we apply our law to the case. 
" The court showed

its relief at not having to choose between the lex loci contractus

and the law of the flag, each of which was pressed strenuously.

In the absence of proof of foreign law, the United States court

is free to apply the United States law——especially when the law
24of the flag is also the United States.

Once upon a time the reason given for thus applying the lex

fori was adherence to general maritime law. Chief Justice Mar-

shall wrote in 1828 ,

A case in admiralty does not, in fact, arise under

the Constitution or laws of the United States (an

allusion to one basis of federal court subject—matter

j urisdiction appearing in the Constitution) . These

cases are as old as navigation itself; and the law,

admiralty and maritime (another allusion to constitutional

subject—matter jurisdiction) , as it has existed for ages'
25

is applied by our Courts to the cases as they arise.

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. , did not believe in the

general maritime law; he called it scornfully a "brooding omni-
26

presence in the sky. " Writing for the Court in 1922, Justice

Holmes said of both foreign law and the general maritime law'

"There is no mystic over-law to which even the United states
27

must bow." But many United States judges have referred 
to

the general maritime law in terms that make its existence both

real and dispositive by as the domestic law 
Of

the United States nor the law of another nation.

In the mg run, Justice Holme's influence has been strong '



but a respected United States " admiralty" (really a federal district

court) judge, Addison Brown of the Southern District of New York,

was in good company when he used the general maritime law concept

to explain why he enforced a Haitian maritime lien for supplies

against a United Kingdom vessel arrested in New York. Yet in

his holding, Judge Brown used the law of the place at which

the obligation to pay became fixed, the lex loci contractus ,

not the law of the British flag (which deprived the master of

power to incur this lien in this manner) , nor yet the lex fori

(which happened to enforce the Haitian type of lien). Judge

Brown's opinion showed that he was well aware of the British legal

history that produced doctrine, remedies, and statutes decidedly

in flux and considerably at odds even with Corrmonwealth nations ,

to say nothing of France and the United States. What The Scotia

shows is that the restricted British maritime law could not

prevent the United States judge from enforcing a third—country

maritime lien.

What The Scotia did not show wæ that a British supplier,

who had no maritime lien for necessaries furnished in the United

Kingdom, might yet have one if he could arrest the vessel in the

29
United States. Exactly this situation arose in The Snetind,

where, in the absence of proof of United Kingdom law to the

contrary (a dispositive absence) , the judge gave English creditors

a maritime lien on a United States flag vessel for supplies, repairs ,

and advances . In the same year, a New York federal court took the

more patient view of ordering the complaint amended so as to

plead the law of The 
Netherlands, where the work was done, in order

to determine whether any lien arose in the lex loci contractus ,

30
thus avoiding preferring 

the no—lien Dutch creditor. To

complete the lex loci 
contractus variations, where English law

was proven to give 
liens for insurance premiums and new—ship

materials furnished to a Newfoundland vessel in ports governed by

English law, the United 
States court enforced the liens, even

31
though they did not exist 

in United States law.

United States courts are still wrestling with these problems .



Quite recently a Port of Quebec ship chandler acquired a maritime

lien for supplies furnished to the 
Panamanian Caribbean K 1 if,

but he lost the lien under Canadian law when the owners sold

the vessel to bona fide purchasers, who renamed her the Honduran

Leah . The chandler arrested the Leah in Charleston, South Caro-

lina, but the district court found that Canadian law barred the

32 affirmed this partnecessary lien, and the court of appeals 

33 as this, the Canadianof the decision. In as simple a case 

chandler got no better treatment in the United States than he

would have had at home. Actually, counsel wisely but unsuccessfully

tried to show that the supply contract had been made with the

Canadian plaintiff's affiliate in the United States, but the

courts held that the goods were furnished in Canada——the in rem

34
connection again.

Substantial United States contacts will call for the applica—

tion of United States law, even though the bulk of the contacts

seem to be foreign. Quite recently the United States Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (the West Coast) ruled that even

though the law of Italy (which indicated the law of the flag,

Norway, for bunker liens) and the law of Egypt (for Suez Canal

tolls) did not give maritime liens, by means of balancing contacts

with the United States (the charter party, the necessaries viewed

as orders rather than deliveries, and visits of the vessel to

the United States) , United States law governed——thereby treating

the furnishers of bunkers and canal passage better in the United
35

States than they would have been treated in their home courts •

An East Coast circuit earlier took a similar balancing position

where the vessel was arrested in the United States, she had been

chartered under a United States time charter form, and a prepon-

derance of other contacts were with the United States ; the law

of the flag (United Kingdom) was held not to be the single
dominant contact, nor did the intent of the parties dictate
United States law, as the lower court had held.

36

The law of the flag seems to be applied most easily to wage
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liens, but the seaman's wage lien must be the closest

approximation to a universal maritiN lien, and conflicts of

do not arise. Conflicts have arisen for centuries, though,

over the shipmaster's right to a maritim lien for his services f

and the United States gave the shipmaster a lien for his wages

37
only in 1968. In prior cases, if the United States court

refused to enforce the foreign master's lien, the foreign master

38
lost outright. Somewhat subtly, the United States

court could recognize the foreign lien but apply the United

States priority scheme, in which case the lienvorthy master

39finished out of the noney.

'Interest analysis," the attempt to determine whether soæ

other sovereign has a more significant relationship to the

action, is now being used by United States courts in reaching

their decisions on whose law to apply, in contract as well as

the rare numerous tort cases. The analysis of contacts is

still well—entrenched, though, partly because it offers a

40
framework upon which to marshal facts, and partly because

cnit.ed States contacts analysis developed in maritime cases under

the e Jones Act" the United States apparently world—wide seaæn•s

41
injury and death statute.

Considering the assortment of choice—of—lav tests presently

available for use, it may seem surprising that a United States

court still occasionally 
applies the lex fori to a case that

does not seem to yield to 
contacts testing or intere• analysis.

Por example, where the 
plaintiff chartered a vessel in the United

States, and where 
other United States contacts existed,

the court found that the place ot loading cargo tor

(Sweden) , where the at freightment contract vas also breached.

42
did not prevent the application of United Seates law.

the other hand t where 
the only United States coneaee was arrest

of an Italian vessel. 
the repairman was Japanese, and the

maritime lien law, the
was Italian, the judge 

applied Japanese

43
lex loci contractes, VI thout hesitation. The enforcerent of

fcre:gn maritime I xer.s i n tnxted States courts thus has a pragmatic

fcundatxon cf in rem 
practice that does fit predictably thenot 
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changing fashions in conflict of laws aialysis that are

applied to transitory actions in personam.

B. Ship Mortgage Foreclosures by United States Courts

By statute, the United States courts in admiralty have juris-

diction to foreclose foreign as well as domestic ship mortgages
44

on vessels arrested in United States ports. Whether a vessel
is foreign or domestic, the United States court will certainly

apply the United States law as to the maritime liens of Unitedé

States creditors. Under the statute, United States suppliers rv

and repairmen's post—mortgage liens are senior to foreign mort.

gagees' security interests, but they are junior to United State

mortgages that are properly registered.
45

Foreign claims tend to be given maritime lien status according

to the law of the place of furnishing necessaries, but to be

given priority according to United States law. For example

where a United States preferred ship mortgage was senior to an

Italian supply lien under United States law, the priority of

Italian lien under Italian law became an empty promise when t

United States court applied the United States' own priority

system and let the mortgagee come first, wiping out the fund
47

available to lien creditors . The United States practice

was explained by saying that the place of furnishing bunkers

(Italy) established the existence of the lien, but the law Of

forum (United States) assigned its priority. The court further

held that the treaty of friendship and navigation did not requiß

the United States to rearrange its maritime lien priority

so as to prefer the foreign creditor.

c. Foreign Judicial Sales of Vessels

The recognition of foreign maritime judgments takes place
in the context of foreign judicial sales of vessels, whether b!

foreclosing mortgages, by executing maritime liens, or by sales

in bankruptcy. Here the consequences of United States g..-Æ-?-!



practice are projected upon the foreign sale, whether that wouldbe the foreign practice or not, including the United States viewthat arrest of the vessel is constructive notice to allcreditors .
Foreign judgments that sell vessels are not lightlysubj ected to collateral attack by United States creditors for

reasons of contrary United States admiralty practice.
49

If the
foreign court had possession of the vessel as nearly as might be in
the same manner that a United States admiralty court must have, its
possession was exclusive and its judgment was valid everywhere;

50

and the foreign court's adjudication extinguished all maritime
liens, even liens that were not recognized in the foreign court.

51

In one recent case, the Netherlands sale of a vessel extin—

guished a United States supply lien that would not be enforced

under Netherlands law;
52

in another case, the sale of a vessel

by a Mexican bankruptcy court was recognized, since the Mexican

court took possession of the vessel; it did not merely adj udicate
53her owners' rights in personam. And in 1977, a United States

court held that a Costa Rican court 's foreclosure sale of a

Costa Rican vessel mortgaged in Costa Rica cut off the maritime

liens of the United States creditors : a supplier, a stevedore ,
54

and a bunkerer.

If the foreign court did not have possession of the vessel

when it foreclosed a ship mortgage, the United States court will

not recognise the foreclosure 
as extinguishing the United States

maritime lien of a creditor who was not a party to the fore—

55
clos ure.

If the foreign sale took 
place where the creditor happened

to find the ship, the 
United States lienholder is completely

56
without a remedy .

But where a United States ship mortgagee ,

like a cat playing with 
a mouse, deliberately let the ship incur

a bunker debt in the United 
States so the ship could sail to the

Bahamas , where the 
bunkerer had no lien, and then foreclosed

and wiped out 
the debt, a United 

States court held that the

mortgagee was unj ustly 
enriched by the amount of these bunkers——
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57
The question of letting

though not as to prior supplies .

the supplier arrest the ship in the United 
States did not and

probably could not arise after the Bahamian 
foreclosure sale.

In a subsequent case, the mortgagor first arrested the

defaulting borrower's vessel in the Canary 
Islands, which would

have enforced a United States supplier's maritime 
lien; but in

order to let perishable cargo be sold, the mortgagee let the

vessel move to The Netherlands, which did not enforce the supply

lien, and where the vessel was thereafter sold. When the United

States supplier sued the mortgagee for urjast enrichment, seeking

to establish a constructive trust on the proceeds to the extent

of its supply claim, the district judge found that in the circum-

stances, the mortgagee was not unj ustly enriched, cornmenting

that maritime forum shopping is not a maritime tort, and dis—

tinguishing the Gulf Oil Trading Co. case on the basis that the

supplier did not enable the vessel to flee the lien—enforcing

58
foru•n.

To state the same concept in reverse, the foreign judicial sale

system that does not cut off maritime liens cannot protect the

vessel in the United States . In a very recent case, the United

States bunkering company had not been paid when the time

charterer's agent went bankrupt after having itself been paid.

The bunkering company attached the vessel in The Netherlands ,

which has no action in rem; The Netherlands attachment, then '

dealt neither with the vessel's liability nor with a ship mortgage

foreclosure, but with the personal liability of the owner as

affected by the charter party. The bunkering company therefore

arrested the vessel later in a Texas port, where her liability

in rem was not really open to question under the United States

doctrine of personification of vessels. The Texas district court

dismissed the action in rem under the doctrine of lis alibis

pendens because of the action in The Netherlands, but the Fifth

Circuit reversed, stressing that the Netherlands action in

personam against the owner was quite different from the United
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States action in rem against the vessel. Apparently the

united States separation of action in rem from action in per—

sonam means that the unpaid foreign maritime creditor can sue

the ex—shipowner in personam in the United States, unless some

other aspect of the foreign litigation, such as discharge of

the owner in bankruptcy, also cuts off the creditor's personal

remedy under recognized foreign law.

IV. Conclusion

United States maritime lien laws and in rem practice have

reached a high state of evolution as a legal ecosystem. The sys—

tem works fairly well with other systems most of 
the time, although

good interrelations are achieved only through the 
frequent and

heavy expenditure of intellectual effort and 
good will among

attorneys . Improvement of the fit between the United 
States

system and other nations ' systems would call 
for structural

alterations in the United 
States system, not minor cosmetic

changes, and no major 
changes are to be expected in the

foreseeable future .
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Counsel for the vessel have advised that author that the

Netherlands court decided that the supplier had no lien,

and that the vessel probably will take no further appeal.


